
 
1. Mudakan Manta Point 

  
Located in Maakandu channel. Best to be dived on incoming current (sometimes very strong!) starting on 
the eastern corner of the channel. Once inside, the reef features a year round manta point in between 
19-25m. its 97% guarantee to dive with these majestic creatures, up to 30 animals have been seen here. 

With strong currents hold on to something (or use a reef hook) and stay clear of the block. Don’t touch or 
chase mantas. They will come close to you. Very close! If the mantas are not there you will have the 
pleasure of enjoying the company of many napoleons of all sizes. 
 

Description 

top reef starts from 5m strong currents are expected full with marine life 
 
Location -0.609693, 73.15306 
Recommended training for this site; 2.0, PADI Boat Diver, PADI Drift Diver 

Dive Types: Reef 

Suggested Equipment: Camera, Dive computer, Rash guard, Reef hook, Shorty, Surface Marker Buoy 

Entry: Boat 
Common Sightings Manta rays, gray reef sharks, white tip sharks, Napoleons  

Water Type: Salt 
Maximum Depth: 98 feet / 30 meters 
  
Time to reach from South palm Resort – 25 munities  

  

 
 
 

2. Meedhoo Beyru  
  
A favorite of many! Located in the NE corner of the atoll. Dramatic reef which is best dived deep with a good 
chance for seeing large pelagic and oceanic manta rays in April. Large overhangs on both sides of the corner 
in between 15 and 30m. A huge gorgonian forest on a deep plateau with many sleeping white tips in between. 
Locals call it shark hotel 
 
 
Location  -0.58381, 73.24430 

https://www.padi.com/courses/deep-diver
https://www.padi.com/courses/boat-diver
https://www.padi.com/courses/drift-diver


  
Recommended training for this site 2.0, PADI Boat Diver, PADI Drift Diver 

Dive Types: Reef 

Suggested Equipment: Dive computer, Rash guard, Reef hook, Shorty, Surface Marker Buoy 

Entry: Boat 
Common Sightings Oceanic Manta, gray reef sharks, white tip sharks, turtles  

Water Type: Salt 
Maximum Depth; 98 feet / 30 meters 
Time to reach from South palm Resort – 10 munities 

 

 
 
 
 

3. Addu Nurse Shark Sanctuary 
  
We are the only ones who dive this site which results in a lot of (animal) action Located. The top reef mainly 
features rock formations. Best to dive in between 15 and 25m. The top reef is at around 5-8m; gradually 
slopes down to 30m and far beyond. Good coral coverage from top to bottom. Check underneath the large 
coral blocks for nurse sharks and have an eye in the blue for large pelagic. And its 75% guarantee to dive with 
nurse sharks 
 

Description 

This is a perfect nice-n-easy dive site not too far away and is suitable for every level of diver. 

  
Location  -0.592816, 73.195907 
Recommended training for this site Open Water Diver 

Dive Types: Long Reef 
Suggested Equipment: Dive computer, Rash guard, Reef hook, Shorty, Surface Marker Buoy 

Entry: Boat 
Common Sightings: Nurse Shark, white tip sharks, turtles, Napoleons, schools of jack fishes 

Water Type: Salt 
Maximum Depth: 98 feet / 30 meters 
Time to reach from South palm Resort – 08 munities 
 

https://www.padi.com/courses/deep-diver
https://www.padi.com/courses/boat-diver
https://www.padi.com/courses/drift-diver
https://www.padi.com/courses/open-water-diver


 
 


